Learning solutions for
business and industry
Transform your workforce, improve productivity and grow your organisation.

With more than 150
years’ combined
experience in the
vocational education
sector, Kangan
Institute and Bendigo
TAFE have a proven
history of delivering
quality learning
solutions for industry
and business.
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Consulting services that achieve
genuine business benefits

We’re committed to building long-term
relationships with our clients.
We take the time to understand what your business wants to
achieve and then tailor a solution that meets the unique needs of
your organisation.
Our outcome focussed collaborative approach will assist you to
identify high value opportunities, address your challenges, and
transform your organisation.
Our experienced consultants will work in partnership with you to
develop and implement initiatives that can help your organisation
achieve success by:
Embedding a customer focussed culture
Developing capable leadership
Reducing operational costs
Improving work safety practices
Increasing productivity
Building a skilled workforce
Preventing skills shortages
Enhancing staff satisfaction and engagement.
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Flexible solutions designed
with your business in mind

We’re passionate about delivering superior quality service
and flexible options to our clients: our reputation and the
loyalty of our clients depend upon it.

Customised to meet your needs
Our existing courses can be customised or
combined, or we can design a new program for
you. We’ll assess the skills and experience of your
employees before they commence training and
develop a personalised training plan for each
individual.
If your employees have relevant skills and
experience, we may be able to award them a
qualification without them having to complete any
further study. If gaps are identified, we can develop
a program to address those specific areas.
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Delivered When and where it
suits you
Our teachers can deliver training onsite at your
workplace – no matter where you are in Australia
– or at one of our conveniently located campuses.
We schedule training when it’s convenient for
you so that operational disruptions are kept to a
minimum.
Training can be fast-tracked or delivered
incrementally over an agreed period of time. We
can teach students in groups, one-on-one or
provide online modules that students complete at
their own pace.
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Local or global
If your workforce is geographically dispersed, our
national and global delivery options will make
certain your employees receive consistent training
regardless of their location.
We provide a single point of contact so there’s no
need to deal with multiple training providers and
you have peace of mind that standardised training
is being provided across your entire organisation.
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Tailored resources and tools
We have developed an extensive range of
resources including onboarding and induction
programs, learning management modules, training
collateral and tools, and instruction manuals. Our
existing materials can be modified or we can tailor
new resources specifically to meet your needs.

We take the time to understand what your
business wants to achieve and then tailor a
solution that meets your unique needs.
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We are the provider of
choice for organisations
who are seeking practical
solutions to today’s
workforce development
challenges. We work with
a diverse range of clients
in the private and public
sector. Our customers
include some of Australia’s
largest corporations as well
as hundreds of small and
medium sized businesses.
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Support services and advice to make life easier
Our expertise in the area of vocational training enables us to deliver
a range of support services that go beyond simply delivering
training programs.

Apprenticeship and traineeship support
As major providers of traineeships and apprenticeships, we
understand employers’ obligations and requirements under

Vocational and Education Training

the Australian Apprenticeships program.

(VET) advice

Our consultants can guide you through the sometimes

When you’re busy focussing on business, it can be

challenging process of recruiting, registering and training

difficult to stay abreast of the complex and ever

apprentices and trainees.

changing VET system.

We are also able to develop customised apprenticeship and

Our knowledgeable consultants help you to navigate the

traineeship training programs specifically for you.

VET system and provide you with information and advice
to help you stay up-to-date.

Recruitment service
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Government grants and funding advice
Our extensive knowledge of Government incentive programs
for employers has assisted many of our clients to access

We can help you locate and secure the most suitable

funding that they previously didn’t know they were entitled to

employees for your business.

receive.

You can advertise your job vacancies to our students free

We can help you to identify any programs relevant to your

of charge, or we can recommend suitable candidates

organisation, explain the eligibility criteria, and guide you

from our student base to you.

through the application process step-by-step.
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Quality outcomes for you
and your employees

As two of Victoria’s most prominent providers of
vocational training, Kangan Institute and Bendigo
TAFE combine extensive experience in the education
sector with a fresh look for the future.
We attract more than 40,000 enrolments each year and are
recognised as major training providers for the automotive, health
and community sectors as well as Indigenous education. We also
have a strong presence in a range of industries such as agriculture,
fashion and business, as well as justice and legal.
Kangan Institute and Bendigo TAFE are recognised as leaders in
delivering hands-on, practical training. Our programs emphasise
real skills and are developed in conjunction with major industry
partners to ensure that course content and outcomes are highly
relevant to modern industry needs.
Our proven track record of working with industry along
with our training credentials and commitment to continuous
improvement, combine to ensure quality outcomes for your
employees and your business.
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Contact us
Find out how we can help you to transform
your workforce, improve productivity and grow
your organisation.
Contact our Business Development Solutions
team today for a tailored response that meets
your business needs.

1300 615 141
kangan.edu.au/forbusiness
businessdevelopmentsolutions@kangan.edu.au

T20150203-115430

